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Introduction 
 
At the end of 2001 VSO published The Live Aid Legacy, a research report that 
demonstrated the majority of UK consumers still retained a “one-dimensional view of 
developing countries…primarily driven by images of drought and famine” (VSO, 
2001). Although the title suggests these views are the inheritance of the Ethiopian 
famine of 1984 and the Live Aid event that followed, the record of photographic 
representations of the majority world over the past century shows a sustained 
bombardment of such images that has continued up to the present day (Harrison & 
Palmer, 1986).1  In this paper I focus on the relationship between the trade of images 
of the majority world in the international image economy and the photographers that 
create them and investigate issues that arise. 
 
The paper is divided into four sections. In the first section I provide a background of 
the current international image economy and its connection to the majority world. I 
discuss the gradual globalisation of the market and the effects this has on 
photographers and the images they produce. In section two I evaluate the reasons 
behind a recent growth of indigenous photographers in the majority world. I use case 
studies in Bangladesh and Ethiopia to argue that growth of indigenous photography 
is occurring in the majority world but with no prescribed formula. In section three I 
analyse issues of context, power, and style and make the case that the growth of 
indigenous photographers selling images into the international image market is being 
driven by economic rather than ethical forces. Using arguments from the first three 
sections, section four analyses a single photograph published in the UK press at the 
end of May 2003 of Bob Geldof’s visit to Ethiopia. Five photographers, two British, 
travelling from the UK, one Canadian recently sent to work from Nairobi, a Kenyan 
and an Ethiopian, covered the visit. I deconstruct the images they produced in 
relation to historical Ethiopian famine iconography and the influence of the globalised 
international image economy and conclude in this case that the photographer’s 
nationality and/or familiarity with the country has no influence on the images 
produced.  
 
1./ The International Image Economy and Its Relationship to the 
Majority World 
 



The total global image market is estimated to be worth US$6.5 Billion, but due to its 
fractured nature no one really knows the exact figure. Sixty percent of the market is 
in direct commissions to photographers and the rest in sale of “off the shelf”2 images 
(Rubython, 2002 & Cane, 2002). During the past ten years the market has been 
revolutionised by new technologies, Linda Royles, managing director of the British 
Association of Picture Libraries and Agencies  comments “There is a phenomenal 
change going on in the market at the moment. I really think people will look back at 
this period in the same way people now look at the changes from agricultural to 
industrial.”3  
 
In this section I will describe the market in the early 1990’s and compare it to that of 
the current market highlighting the changes that have taken place. I will also discuss 
the implications to photographers and the market in which they operate. 
 
The Early 90’s 
 
In this paper I refer only to pictures that are freely available to any publication world 
wide to buy. This excludes all directly commissioned photographs that are shot 
solely for a single use. In the early 1990’s this market could generally be divided into 
three sections, 
 
The News Wire Services: Named after the wire along which Morse code news was 
originally sent. The wire services first introduced pictures in 1927 but were not sent 
electronically until 1935.4 There are three dominant international news wire 
agencies. Reuters, established in 1851 and based in London, which currently has 
198 bureaux serving 150 countries and also provides financial information and 
technology solutions.5 Associated Press (AP), established in 1848 has 242 bureaux 
worldwide and serves a predominantly US market6 and Agencé France-Presse 
(AFP), established in 1835 and based in Paris, AFP has 117 bureaux worldwide 
serving 165 countries.7 At this period photographers working for wire services would 
scan images at the local bureaux and send them to the main office from where they 
were distributed electronically to publications subscribing to the service. Each image 
would take around 40 minutes to send and therefore normally only one image would 
be sent per story. Images were used primarily by newspapers and weekly news 
magazines 8 
 
Wire services had been using local photographers since the early 80’s and were 
providing basic training.9 However, they were normally employed as stringers (non 
contract photographers) and only in places where local bureaux existed.10 
 
Feature News Picture Agencies: These were staffed predominantly by freelance 
photographers, who followed world news and submitted picture stories to agencies 
that sold the images on commission to weekly/monthly current affairs magazines. 
Photographers would shoot for the most part colour slide film and courier the 
processed slides to the main office. Agencies such as Sigma, Magnum, Network and 
Black Star are good examples. 
 
Stock Picture Libraries: Commissioned freelance and travelling photographers would 
often also shoot stock images to be sold on a 50% commission basis by a 
photographic library that stored their slides and prints in filing cabinets.  The libraries 



were extremely labour intensive as picture researchers would trawl through 
thousands of images until they found a selection meeting the clients needs. They 
would then send those images by post to the client in the hope there was a sale. The 
process would start again when the images were returned.11 
 
In 1994 Peter Fenton, in association with the Drik Picture library in Bangladesh, 
conducted a survey of indigenous photographers working in the majority world. His 
findings demonstrated that competent photographers did exist in the bulk of the 
countries surveyed but few were selling their images internationally. “Due to power 
structures that exist in the world today, the large majority of images of the South that 
we see, are taken and produced by photographers from the North.“ ( Fenton, 1995) 
 
Adrian Evans, Director of Panos Pictures, London, recalls the flow of photography 
came from Europe and the USA. Photographers were commissioned by a mixture of 
publications and NGO’s to travel to countries normally to complete a number of 
assignments and then return.12 
 
New Technologies, Gates and Getty 
 
With the emergence of cheap film scanners in the mid 90’s and then digital 
photography in the late 90’s the wire agencies have changed their way of working. 
Photographers carry laptop computers and send images from the field removing the 
need to return to the bureaux to file.  This has led to a massive expansion of 
indigenous photographers used, but not contracted, in the majority world by the wire 
agencies. 
 
Indian photographer Pablo Bartholomew argues that the most talented local 
photographers have gone to work for the wires because they offer an opportunity for 
international exposure and reasonable financial rewards13. However they “teach fast 
food photography” and give no formal training. Without a visual contextual 
background in which to develop there own style the photography becomes a product 
of the wire with no local cultural contribution. This argument was repeated in 
interviews with Chad Touré, Mali and Rula Halawani, Palestine.14 Photographer Paul 
Lowe comments that wire photographers rarely progress to work on features 
because they become accustomed to working on single images. “You get your 
expenses paid, all the latest gear and a front seat at every major news story. On the 
other hand you don’t own your own copyright and you go where they tell you.”15 
 
The feature and stock picture markets have also undergone a transformation. At the 
beginning of May 2003 JP Morgan reported that Getty Images, a new agency set up 
in 199516 by businessman Jonathan Klein and Mark Getty, grandson of the 
legendary oilman, had sales of over half a billion US Dollars and more than a 40% 
share in the stock image market.17 It’s main competition was not the agencies that 
competed in the early 90’s but another new agency, Corbis, set up in 1989 by Bill 
Gates and now estimated to have a 10% share in the same market.18 Both agencies 
had utilized large investment revenues to buy out existing market leaders and 
introduce new technologies to create what was until then an undefined market. Getty 
recalls, “I was looking to find a business, which was fragmented worldwide in its 
application and would be transformed by changes in technology.” 
 



Both agencies are based in Seattle, USA but have a slightly different emphasis. The 
strength of Corbis is editorial whereas Getty has targeted the commercial and 
advertising markets (Rubython, 2002 & Cane, 2002).19 Royes, argues they have 
other motivations, “Getty wants to dominate the picture industry in the same way his 
father dominated oil and Gate’s agenda is more about the penetration of technology 
into business.”20 Neither claimed to have had an interest in photography before 
buying into the market.  
 
Both agencies started the process of digitising photography and selling it cheaply on 
line through searchable databases.21 Customers are now able to log on online, put in 
a keyword search and then browse the pictures found. They are then able to 
purchase the image and download a high resolution copy. Photographers can submit 
digital images to the libraries online which has led to both agencies competing 
directly with the wire agencies, selling both stock and ‘up to the minute’ images to 
illustrate newspapers and magazines articles. With shrinking newspaper picture 
budgets as a result of increased competition from the internet and 24 hour TV news 
plus a demand for more photographs22 newspapers are now reportedly using stock 
images in far greater numbers to illustrate stories (Manuelli, 2003, Rubython, 2002 & 
Cane, 2002).23 Colin Jackobson explains that many of the images “are ambiguous” 
and can therefore be used to illustrate numerous scenarios. They can be bought by 
publications for as little as US$17 each and therefore are much cheaper than 
commissioning the work. 24  
 
Digital technology has blurred the lines between the three non-commissioned 
international picture markets described in the early 1990’s leaving five major players 
all competing in news, features and stock. Associated Press, Agencé France-Presse 
and Reuters with a specialisation in news and Corbis and Getty Images25 
specialising in stock. The feature news picture agencies and stock libraries that 
survived the Corbis/Getty buy outs and have not gone bankrupt as a result of the 
new competition have had to modernise and specialise quickly to survive and most 
are also now competing in all three markets. Paul Lowe explains, “Traditional picture 
agencies are also filing pictures daily now, so for example Magnum and Seven are 
competing directly with the wire services as well as Corbis and Getty so there is no 
longer a middle group doing both jobs, working as wire and magazine photographers 
simultaneously.”26 When asked for images to illustrate international news stories, 
picture editors go to their computers and begin a search. For major newspapers and 
news magazines this is likely to include the five major players listed above and 
possibly some regional and additional smaller agencies with a specialty in that 
area.27 
 
In theory the technological advances made in the market in the past ten years should 
have benefited indigenous photographers. Digital photography allows photographers 
in any location around the world to sell photographs into the international image 
market by using a computer and phone line. In the case of the news wire services 
this has occurred, but the same is not true for features and stock. This is primarily 
due to resources. The culture of news photography has been that the employer 
supplies the equipment, but freelance photographers who are responsible for buying 
their own cameras have traditionally supplied feature and stock photography 
markets. Although economically digital photography is cheaper in the long term than 
film, the initial outlay is expensive. In the two case studies I conducted in Bangladesh 



and Ethiopia the only indigenous photographers that had embraced digital 
photography were those working for the wire services.28 
 
The Drik picture library in Dhaka has, however, invested in film scanners and is in 
the process of creating a digital archive. This will in future allow the agency to 
compete as a specialised international agency through an online database. There 
was also an abundance of film scanners in Ethiopia but none as yet were being used 
to scan and send pictures into the international market.  
 
TV, Branding and Ethics 
 
The last subsection deals with other issues that have arisen from technological 
advances in the international image market.  
 
Since the 1970’s television has become the lead instrument of news delivery and the 
dominant factor in shaping peoples visual understanding of the majority world 
(Harrison, & Palmer, 1986).29 Vicky Goldberg argued at a presentation to winning 
photographers at the World Press Photo awards 2003 that photography was more 
subtle than video and therefore its impact is more enduring. “There is a reason why 
we don’t know the names of TV cameramen and we do know the names of still 
photographers.” This debate is difficult to quantify and for the purpose of this paper 
my argument is that still photography has an important, if not dominant, role in 
forming perceptions of the majority world. Television has however changed the way 
photographers work. As 24 hour live television news inevitably is broadcast before 
the photographer has the chance to file, the picture editor awaiting the images has 
already seen the event and formed an opinion of the photographs they should be 
getting. Given that the images are likely to be coming from the picture agencies and 
the editor can see all the photographs being filed on his screen, competition between 
the agency photographers is fierce to be the first and provide the most emotive and 
dramatic pictures. These are not always the most accurate images. BBC World 
journalist Nik Gowing, explains the mechanics, 
 

The pressure of real time means we're all fighting for the high ground on what 
I've called 'the information edge'. It's about being heard, watched and noticed. 
Hesitate or prevaricate and you lose the initiative. In this rush to seize the high 
ground and with it a hope for influence, many in this zone of 
complex emergencies have simply not embraced the virulent, potent, 
destabilising nature of often poorly-handled information. Much of the handling 
is frankly too inaccurate and more imbalanced than the handler believes. In 
the rush for this information edge the temptation is to speculate, to 
exaggerate, and therefore not to get things as right as the new technology 
implies we do. (DDZ, 1998) 

 
This concept will be demonstrated in the final section. 
 
Another trend in the image economy that has developed alongside new technologies 
is that of picture branding. This forms a part of an overall cooperate brand which 
would normally also include other visual material such as logos, type fonts colours 
etc. In news the picture brand can have a stronger influence such as the case of the 
Independent in the 1970’s that developed a reputation for alternative angled news 



photography. Newspaper picture desks have since strived to have an unique style 
but Alun John, who was the first picture editor at the Independent newspaper and 
who shaped the image brand argues that picture editors no longer have the power or 
budget to do this.30 Colin Jackobson refers to this as a “visual globalisation” which 
essentially makes all global news coverage the same.31 Vicky Goldberg recalls a 
recent major news story when three leading US news magazines published “a 
similar, almost identical image on the cover”32.   
 
As news image branding has slowly disappeared, image branding in other fields 
such as tourism and NGO publications33 has started to increase. This is due to the 
fact that designers can now search Getty, Corbis and smaller competing stock 
agencies online to find particular styles of images that fit an agreed brand. Cheralyn 
Kirkwood, designer at the Grand Vacation Company, explained the process. “We 
have a corporate style that uses images of people in their 20’s – 30’s enjoying 
themselves on holiday with yellow as the dominant colour. Before we would 
commission photographers from the UK to tour our resorts and take pictures, 
whereas now we tend to search the stock libraries for pictures that fit our brand.”34 
This development in theory gives indigenous photographers new opportunities to sell 
into markets that were previously closed to them. 
 
The final issue in this section that I would like to comment on is the change in ethical 
policies that has developed through the introduction of digitised photographs. Ever 
since National Geographic used a computer to move the Egyptian pyramids closer 
together in 1982 so they could fit them on a cover (Lutz & Collins, 1993) digital 
manipulation has become the key ethical issue in the image market. The news wire 
services enforce strict electronic ethics policies and sack any photographers that 
breach them (Horton, 2001). The recent case of Los Angeles Times photographer 
Brian Walski, being dismissed instantly after it was noticed that a picture of his 
published on the front page of the newspaper on the 31st March 2003 was a 
montage of two images (several people appeared twice in the image) demonstrates 
the papers need to protect the authority of their photography in an age where the 
public understand the ease in which images can be altered. This policy has had an 
even greater effect on indigenous photographers filing from remote areas who are 
reportedly not trusted by the central bureaux picture editors. Bangladeshi 
photographer Rafiqur Rahman explains, 
 

Reuters is very strict about any manipulation of an image. I can change the 
brightness and contrast only, before sending to the main office. There are 
many stories of photographers who made just minor changes, for example 
removing a plug socket from the wall behind a person picture in photoshop, 
and were fired instantly. I once took a picture of a protest in support of Bin 
Laden. The protestors were holding up a poster which had amongst many 
other things a very small print of Bart Simpson on it. The US State department 
were convinced I had added this to the picture and accused me of interfering 
with the picture. I had to run all over Dhaka to find an original poster and then 
send our Singapore office copies to prove the picture was real otherwise I too 
would have been fired.35 

 
In this section I have explained the makeup of the image economy in the early 
1990’s and discussed the changes that have taken place in the past decade. I have 



argued that new technologies have increased the ability of indigenous photographers 
to engage in the international image economy, but as yet this is only happening in 
the news wire services. 
 
2./ The Growth of Indigenous Photography in the Majority World 
 
In the last section I explained that the introduction of new technologies and financial 
restrictions on picture editors to send staff photographers overseas have improved 
the opportunities for indigenous photographers to sell pictures internationally. In this 
section I will outline arguments for and against local photographers, their political 
standing in their own countries and the issue of photographic culture. I will give a 
general overview of the current development of majority world photography and then 
use case studies in Ethiopia and Bangladesh to evaluate the arguments. 
 
Local Photographers, Politics and Culture 
 

A local photographer might be able to put more feelings into a picture and has 
better local knowledge, however a British photographer working for a British 
publication understands and uses the language of the readership and this 
leads to a clearer message. If your intention is to say this is a local 
photographer and this is his viewpoint then you need to use a local 
photographer. (Jon Levy, Editor Foto8)36 

 
Panos Pictures director, Adrian Evans, who is under pressure from the Panos 
Institute to use more local photographers, agrees with Levy and explains in his 
experience the problem is often more to do with infrastructure than quality. “It’s a 
question of compositional grammar, which you have to know to operate in this world. 
A lot of places in Africa, they just don’t know the grammar.”37 
 
Linda Royes also raises legal and financial ambiguities in international image trade, 
which create barriers for direct photographer to client negotiations. She argues the 
lack of standardisation in Europe alone makes inter European image sales 
complex.38 These barriers are however removed if the photographer works with an 
agency rather than directly with a publication, as the agency is then responsible for 
legal and financial negotiations. 
 
Drik director, Shahidul Alam, disputes these arguments and claims there is a wealth 
of motivated, talented indigenous photographers who simply have not been 
discovered (Alam, 1994). What his photography school refers too as the “western 
eye” is simply a visual language that can be taught like English or French. In one of 
two interviews conducted with him he went on to list examples where the indigenous 
photographer was able to get better access and a better understanding and 
therefore more accurate pictures of a situation. In all the interviews I conducted with 
local photographers examples were given of when their local knowledge played a 
key role in getting important images. 
 
One of the greatest barriers to photographers in the majority world has been political 
influence. Images are generally regarded as secondary to text and are given little 
space or respect in newsprint. Alun John explains the system in Tanzania, “You sit 
exams to join various professions. If you got the highest pass you became a civil 



servant, if you were mid stream you became a journalist and if you didn’t pass any of 
the exams they gave you a camera.”39 John argues that improving photography is 
not about training photographers but changing the attitudes of the publishers towards 
photography.40 National Geographic conducted research that concluded that 53% of 
their readers only looked at the pictures (Lutz and Collins, 1993) backing John’s 
argument that pictures play an important role in story telling. 
 
Every two years African photographers gather in Bamako, Mali to show and discuss 
their work. Festival organiser Chab Touré introduced the concept of regional African 
photographic culture and claimed this was an important element of the work. 
“Photographers in northern Africa are more concerned with social subjects, like 
women. In West Africa they prefer portraits and I think South Africa is more 
reportage.”41 Touré claims the international success of Mali portrait photographers 
Seydou and Malick Sidibé was due to an acquired appreciation by international 
galleries and publications who opened themselves up to the photographic culture. 
Evans acknowledges the Mali portraits but claims this is an individual case, which he 
has not seen repeated from other African photographers.42 
 
Levy argues photographic culture is more to do with individual style than the place 
the photographer originates from. He makes reference to Czechoslovakian 
photographer, Josef Koudelka’s pictures of Wales. 
 

Only Josef Koudelka could have taken these pictures in that way as it was 
applying his art and vision to a place and that is something to be gained, a 
different opinion about it if you will. The issue is therefore raised whether the 
pictures should depict an accurate reality of a place or the photographer’s 
impression of it? A photographer that does not know that much about the 
reality of an issue or situation will rely on the visual stimulus that they get and 
they will start translating that into images based on first opinion. Some 
magazines are happy with this and will hire a well known photographer to 
travel to a country for them because they want his style and interpretation. 
Where as if you want something factual you will probably turn to someone 
with the most knowledge. 

 
Growth of Indigenous Photography 
 
Before moving onto the case studies I would first like to consider an overall view of 
photography in the majority world.  Interviews conducted with the Thompson 
Foundation (UK), World Press Photo (Holland) and The Reuters Foundation (UK) all 
of which have expert knowledge in the field report an increase in the number of 
photographers practising, training courses available and the quality of photography 
produced. 
 
The director of World Press photo, Michiel Munneke noted that the 2002 chairman of 
the award jury and the overall winner were both from “less developing countries”43. It 
is however important to note that both those mentioned have spent a good deal of 
time in the UK and USA respectively, as this will become a repeated theme in the 
case studies. 
 



Photographers Rula Halawani (Palestine) and Paul Lowe (currently living in Bosnia) 
both refer to the fact that conflict and the development of photography have 
happened simultaneously. Halawani claims the influx of foreign photographers has 
brought about radical improvements in local photography, “we learn from these 
guys”.44 Lowe reports that young Bosnian photographers experienced in covering 
war were now being used in Afghanistan and Iraq.45 
 
All of the arguments raised will be critically evaluated through the case studies. 
 
Case Studies 
 
In this section I have started a number of opposing arguments on the use of 
indigenous photographers. Through the two case studies I will critically evaluate, 
 

1. Whether local photographers in the majority world understand the visual 
language of the international image economy. 

2. Whether there exists an identifiable regional visual language apparent in the 
photography. 

3. The status of photographers within their local culture. 
4. If there are indications of a growth of indigenous photography in the country. 

 
The two case studies were chosen to represent opposite ends of accepted 
photographic development. In an initial survey of overseas development offices and 
picture agencies in London, I was unable to find anyone who knew of an Ethiopian 
photographer. Bangladesh is however well known for its photography, principally 
through the reputation of the Drik picture library. 
 
Ethiopia 
 
Historian Ricahrd Pankhurst gives a detailed account of the development of 
photography in Ethiopia, between 1867 and 1935 (Pankhurst, 1996). While 
photographers were reported to be working professionally in Addis Ababa as early 
as 1905 there is no mention of an Ethiopian photographer. The market was instead 
dominated by Armenians and travelling European’s. The first professional Ethiopian 
photographer I was able to find was Negash Wolde Amanuel. Born in 1931, Negash 
describes flourishing amateur photography in the 1950’s when Ethiopian troops 
serving in Korea, returned with box cameras bought en route in Japan. Negash 
trained as a photographer in New York and went on to work for Time/Life for five 
years before returning to Ethiopia to set up as a photographer (Revue Noire – 
African Contemporary Art, April 1997). 
 
Emperor Haile Sellassie’s strict regime followed by the Marxist Derg government 
made it difficult for photographers to work publicly. It was in fact the latter’s rule that 
drove Ethiopian’s abroad and ironically had the greatest influence on Ethiopian 
photography today. Five photographers, who currently work at an international level, 
all gained photographic training while in exile in Europe and America and have 
recently returned to set up in business. All understand the language of international 
publications and all reflect the photographic culture where they trained rather than 
demonstrate a uniquely Ethiopian style.46 
 



Of these five photographers, two are currently working sporadically for associated 
press and another with American adventure travel magazines. One photographer’s 
business partner left during my research visit to the USA and UK to promote and sell 
his photography to international agencies. Although Internet connectivity is slow, all 
five photographers had web access and were well resourced with the technology 
needed to sell their work via the web. It is likely that within the next two years all five 
photographers will be trading their images internationally. 
 
Other Ethiopian Photographers who remained during the Derg demonstrated work 
relevant to the local market but bellow the standard required by international 
publications. During folio viewings and interviews I was not able to identify a style 
that was culturally significant.47 Every Ethiopian photographer I interviewed was 
male. 
 
The acceptance of photography as a credible tool of news delivery in Ethiopia was 
limited. Newspapers print few photographs and regard the photographer as an 
accessory to a written journalist. Photographers interviewed reported they 
maintained a low profile in Ethiopian society. Tamrat Giogis, editor of the weekly 
newspaper The Fortune, had recently used photography more prominently and was 
reporting increased sales. Giorgis argued that other papers were already seeing the 
impact and were adjusting picture use accordingly. He predicted a rapid change over 
the coming year.48 Growth in photography training is also positive. Three 
photography colleges have recently been opened offering one year diploma courses. 
Masters, the biggest of the three is due to see 1,500 students graduate this year 
from three campus’.  
 
Bangladesh 
 
Bangladesh has a rich history of indigenous photographers and exists within a 
sophisticated Asian culture of news and magazine production. “They say Canada is 
the country of wheat, well Bangladesh must be the country of news.”49 Shahidul 
Alam, who studied as a scientist in the UK, has successfully sustained a global 
protest for the recognition of Bangladeshi photographers. His organisation, Drik, has 
expanded from a small two person photographic agency to a large media 
organisation serving a predominantly local market. As referred in section one, New 
Technologies, Gates and Getty, Drik’s picture library is poised to join other specialist 
agencies, trading stock and feature images on line. 
 
What is unique about Drik is its sister training academy, Pathshala, which offers 
short courses and a full three year degree in photography. Graduates from the 
school are of mixed gender and are already working internationally. One graduate 
was chosen last year for the World Press Photo master class. 
 
The photographers working at Drik each showed folios of tear sheets from 
international publications where their work had been published. They clearly 
demonstrated an understanding of the market. I was not however shown evidence of 
a Bangladeshi style. The image construction appeared to be in the tradition of 
American and European documentary. There was evidence of pictures that only a 
local photographer is likely to have gained access to, particularly in sensitive areas. I 
was told repeatedly in interviews of the low status photographers held in the country. 



This was evident by the fact all students interviewed at the school had already 
graduated from a local university or were studying simultaneously as their parents 
did not believe photography could provide a viable future. The growth of photography 
in Bangladesh was apparent but more gradual than in Ethiopia. 
 
In this section I argue in both case studies that skilled practising photographers do 
exist who understand the language of the international image economy and are 
already engaging with it at different levels. I saw no evidence of a unique country 
specific cultural style in either study but rather proof of visual globalisation. The 
status of photographers within both societies is low, though improving and there is 
strong evidence to suggest numbers and quality of indigenous photographers is 
increasing. 
 

 
3./ Context, Power and Style 
 
In this section I look first at the issue of context in reference to the minority world’s 
visual perceptions of the majority world and discuss the relationship between news 
and realism. I then investigate the motivations, power and political influences in the 
globalised image economy. I finally discuss the role played by the photographer in 
the construction of the image and debate questions of subject dignity, stereotypes 
and religious iconography. 
 
Context 
 
In the film One Hour Photo, Robin Williams’ character observes: ‘Family photos 
depict smiling faces, births, weddings, holidays, children’s birthday parties. People 
take pictures of the happy moments in their lives. Someone looking through our 
photo album would conclude that we had led a joyous leisurely existence, free of 
tragedy. No one ever takes a photograph of something they want to forget.’ 

 
In contrast to our personal use of the camera the news photographer does the exact 
opposite, snapping disasters, wars, famines and funerals. Anyone paging through 
the newspaper with no other context in which to put these events will naturally 
conclude that people living in these countries lead a life of misery and despair.  
 
News presenter George Alagiah argues that the vast majority of his audience has no 
experience of the places in Africa from where he reported and therefore no ability to 
contextualise the account. However Alagiah points out “to isolate news and expect it 
to do everything, to inform, to educate, establish connectivity is just too much.” 
(Holland, 2002).  An audience gains understanding of place through a fusion of 
history, geography and current affairs from which a more rounded understanding can 
be formed. In the case of the majority world, the publics understanding is dominated 
by news and therefore imbalanced.  
 
Jon Madul Jok, speaking at the Dispatches from Distaster Zones conference 
disagrees and believes the reporting of news should include a wider context that 
embraces investigations into the causes and peoples lived experiences (DDZ, 1998). 
In television this may be argued but photographers who work within a single image 



and a single sentence caption have little space to depict the occurrence let alone the 
cause. 
 
Susan Sontag states that, “For more than a century, photographers have been 
hovering about the oppressed, in attendance at scenes of violence - with a 
spectacularly good conscience. Social misery has inspired the comfortably-off with 
the urge to take pictures, the gentlest of predations, in order to document a hidden 
reality that is, a reality hidden from them.” (Sontag, 79). Sean Kenny argues that this 
obsession with negative imagery of the majority world lies in the colonial past. 
Images of too much modernity in the majority world makes the relationship between 
“us and them” difficult both economically and psychologically (Kenny, 2000). Alam 
confirms the demand for such pictures stating the most frequently requested images 
of Bangladesh that come to his library at Drik are those of “floods, cyclones and 
slums.” The library contains a vast range of subjects on Bangladesh including, for 
example, people working with computer terminals which has never been requested 
internationally (Alam, 1994). Evans reports a very different scenario at Panos 
Pictures, “In Africa there are two styles often talked about. There is Afro Romanism 
and there is Afro Pessimism and that is all you see… If you come up with something 
very good from Africa that isn’t the romantic or pessimistic, it sells. People just don’t 
think about doing it.” Evans went on to list his best selling stories of recent years 
which all were of everyday rounded subjects.50 
 
The statistics published in Images of Africa (Van der Gaag, and Nash, 1985), and 
the Live Aid Legacy (VSO, 2001) and backed up from statements by Alam (1994) 
demonstrate that the British public at all levels still associate the majority world with 
negative imagery. What is of particular interest is that people born after 1984 (the 
last major Ethiopian famine) still associate the country with famine, although they 
were not witness to the event or Live Aid that followed.  South African photographer 
Neo Ntsoma explains “there are books and duplications, you only need to see one of 
these pictures one time and the name Africa written next to it and you will never 
forget.” This supports Vicky Goldberg’s argument of the still image lingering.51 
 
Power 
 
In section one I have argued that the international image economy is dominated by 
five major picture agencies, now competing in news, features and stock 
photography. Other smaller agencies have followed suit but found niche areas of the 
market in which to concentrate. These agencies operate throughout the world and 
are producing what Jacobson has termed a “globalised view” of the world. In this 
section I have argued this view is predominantly negative of the majority world. I will 
now discuss the forces that shape that market and how this leads to the demand for 
particular types of images. 
 
As the image market has transferred from physical to digital so the capacity for 
images has expanded. Photographers anywhere in the world can now take a picture 
and load it into searchable databases for publications to consider. The act of placing 
the image on the market though does not guarantee a sale. Evans calls this “the 
agenda” and makes it clear that neither him nor the photographers set the agenda. 
This is done by the publications. He bemoans the fact that many of what he regards 
to be the best stories the agency has produced have never sold.52  Eamonn Mccabe 



argues the case that the photographer’s job is not to make decisions on what to 
shoot and what not too. “photographers shoot everything they see, often not knowing 
a picture’s significance.”  It is up to the editor to make the choice of what to publish.53 
Photographer Simon Norfolk who has tried to take and sell pictures of what he 
believes to be important issues despairs the fact that America is the biggest buyer of 
photography and any photographer that ignores the American interest market will 
find it hard to survive. He belittles his success in coffee table book publishing and 
exhibiting claiming “7,000 people will buy my book and that is a big print run, but 
more people will turn up to watch Oldham draw 0-0 on a Wednesday night.” 54 He 
therefore implies that in order for a photographer to succeed financially and get their 
photography seen by a mass audience they have to acknowledge the US dominated 
global market and produce pictures for its needs.  
 
Lowe describes the global news market being driven by a single image that an 
average housewife in Detroit can understand and therefore built on American 
aspirations.55 Horton advises photojournalists to know and understand their market, 
“A1, inside, secondary play, the feature section” (Horton, 2001) but in the case of a 
global market this is far more complex. If you are a staff photographer for the Sun or 
the Financial Times you will have a clear idea about who your audience is but 
modern day global news photographers have a universal audience. American 
broadcaster Ed Murrow explains the concept as “being understood by the truck 
driver but not upsetting the professor’s intelligence.” (DFID, 2002) In the case of 
Ethiopia, which has become synonymous with famine, when there is a drought in 
Africa photographers naturally gravitate to Ethiopia to tell the story.“ Charles Elliot, 
former director of Christian Aid, recalls trying to persuade journalists to go to the 
Sudan as early as September 1984, to cover the famine there. The response he got, 
he recalls, “but that’s not news, Ethiopia is news. Don’t tell me to go to Sudan, give 
me an angle on Ethiopia.” (Magistad, 1985) 

 
In my the study in Bangladesh I found that although Drik retained a strong 
ideological standpoint and trained all its photographers in issues of globalisation, 
visual representation, colonialism, visual anthropology etc in order to avoid negative 
stereotyping, it was another photographer, Rafiqur Rahman who held the greatest 
responsibility for the countries representation. As both a still photographer and 
cameraman for Reuters, his images were beamed around the world on a daily basis 
and played in international newspapers and TV stations. He had no doubt about 
what he was aiming to file. “Reuters want real pictures, the truth but they also want 
strong pictures. I know the type of picture that sells and I supply the office.”56 
 
At the time of my research visit, the Iraq war was still in its latter stages and I had 
been frightened by some of Rafiqur’s images I had seen in the British press before 
leaving the UK. In particular, one photograph of an angry Islamic fundamentalist 
waving a gun in Dhaka. I visited a similar demonstration after I arrived in Bangladesh 
and saw the same character in the front row with thousands of peaceful protesters 
behind him. I showed Rafiqur the image I was referring to and asked why his 
pictures did not represent the whole.  
 

I know this man, he has turned up to every anti American protest for the last 6 
– 7 years, but the gun is a toy, I know as I have been very close. He always 
makes a very strong picture but I am clear in the caption that the gun is a toy. 



The problem is not all news editors use my caption and the meaning gets lost. 
News is news, it happens, positive and negative I do not control the news or 
the way the final picture is used, I just try to tell the truth. You have to 
remember that newspaper editors are businessmen who are trying to make 
money and give their political opinion. They modify reports and choose 
pictures according to their own agendas. 57 
 

Syed Shujauddin Ahmed, director general of the national institute of mass 
communication in Dhaka argues that Muslim bashing is currently a saleable 
commodity and photographers working within the international market are therefore 
looking for those images. He concedes Islamic fundamentalism is a problem in 
Bangladesh but only represents 4-5% of the population. The ratio of images 
depicting this that come out of Bangladesh is far higher. 
 
As well as market forces dictating the construction of saleable images, media 
owners, governments and influential personalities can also interfere in the market for 
political gain. Piers Robinson argues that the “CNN Effect: the saturation of Western 
viewers with non-stop, real-time news footage of wars and military actions on 
television and the Internet.” In turn this coverage can persuade governments to act. 
(Robinson 2002) This interference will be tested in the final section. 
 
Style 
 
If market forces and political interference are the factors that dictate what images are 
sold, this implies the photographer plays no part in the process of representation. 
However the photographer makes many decisions in the process of capturing and 
editing a picture. Brett Rodgers, British council photography director explains, 
 

A critical stream of theoretical work, arising from post-structuralist insights 
found in the works of Baudrillard to Barthes, Foucault and Sontag  has led to 
a wide-spread rejection of the idea that acts of looking or recording can ever 
be neutral or disinterested, but are embedded in relationships of power and 
control. Just as to different people from the same family never have the 
identical memories of the same family event, two different photographers 
produce entirely distinct images in front of the same scene, because they 
bring their own personal assumptions, background and experience to the 
situation. 58 

 
Tom Stoddart argues that the truest form of documentary photography is that of the 
long lens paparazzi who retains no relationship with their subject as they are 
unaware of his presence.59 
 
 Photographers use learnt visual strategies to construct a working methodology 
which if successful they repeat on different assignments. Lowe argues that many 
contemporary strategies derive from the art world and can often leave the viewer 
more confused than enlightened. With an emphasis on aesthetics, photographers 
can cover up for their lack of knowledge and leave the reader with a feel “of 
somewhere in black Africa….Chaotic, fractured, complex, blur, out of focus images 
tend to make places look like that. They make places look mad, chaotic where 



nothing can be solved and when you apply that to Sierra Leone or Palestine for 
example the viewer assumes these places are beyond help.”60 
 
Alam, writing a few years earlier describes similar strategies but using a different 
format of wide angle, black and white, grainy, high contrast images. (Alam 1994) 
Evans claims that some photographers now openly admit to setting pictures up to 
accentuate the drama leading to formalistic images made to order.61 Given that stock 
libraries now operate within the same database as news this appears be the first 
indication of traditional markets beginning to merge.  
 
Another common but repeated photographer’s trait is what Alun John refers to as the 
“Casablanca Option ..that is, rounding up all the usual suspects.”62 When in Sierra 
Leone it was presumed he would want to visit the amputee camp and in Beirut he 
was offered a trip to Shatila but preferred to look for more positive stories.63 More 
commanly referred to as the “sterotype” this has been lambasted by many of the 
publications in my reading list and has led to the word having negative connotations. 
However the use of familiar (stereotypical) images in advertising has long been used 
to reinforce the quality of products and services and is only seen as negative in this 
case because of the unconstructive associations. Photographers are accused of 
looking to find familiar images without investigating the true situation. Neo Ntsoma 
explains her experience, 
 

When a photographer from Time or Newsweek or any of the big international 
publications comes too South Africa they come to our paper as we are known 
for our photography. I have been asked to go out with some of these 
photographers to show them around, but they are only interested in the 
poverty in our country. They have seen pictures from other photographers and 
they want to go these places to get these pictures.64 
 

Alagiah explains familiar coverage by the term “ template reporting”. This involves in 
the case of famine, for example, a set formula that includes “the emaciated child, 
preferably crying; you’ve got to have a feeding centre, where mothers with shrunken 
breasts are trying to calm their children; you’ve got to have an aid worker, usually 
white, usually a woman who is working against the odds”65 This image translates 
directly to still photography where similar unwritten templates exist. Goldberg 
believes that what is left out of the picture is as important as what is left in.66 Peter 
Stalker agrees recalling his experience as a photojournalist covering famine.  
 

There was no point, say, in showing families eating - however meagre the 
meal - otherwise they would not appear hungry. And they should not be 
smiling at the camera, even though it is quite possible to smile and be hungry 
at the same time. It was better also to concentrate on children since hungry 
adults who are listless because tired or anaemic can come across in a 
photograph as lazy or irresponsible (Stalker, 1998). 
 

 I will revisit the template in the final section. 
 
Like the stereotype the question of the subjects dignity is another theme frequently 
discussed. Nash and Van Der Gaag refer to the imagery from the 1984 famine as 
being ‘truly pornographic’ and ask whether the subject’s permission to photograph 



had been granted or not. They suggest even if the subjects did object they were not 
in an emotional or physical state to make their protest known. The Images of Africa 
report concludes the photographic practice had been predatory and demeaning and 
that the Ethiopians images had been used to sell newspapers and raise funds 
without regard for the dignity of those pictured. Photographers preyed on women and 
children as these made a more dramatic image (Nash & Van Der Gaag, 1987). This 
issue is frequently raised but without the resources to question those photographed.  
 
The final issue I would like to discuss in this section is that of the “aestheticization of 
poverty”67 through Christian iconography. Biblical images of the Madona and child, 
Christ on the cross, Christ the healer, the mighty famines are replicated by 
photographers every time disaster strikes and justified through the Christian tradition 
of imaging suffering. Nash and Van Der Gaag demonstrate this through statistical 
percentages of woman and child images in the media reports from Korem, but fail to 
give details of the gender makeup of the camp. Tafarri Wossan who took many of 
the journalists to Korem claims “there were very few men at the camp as they would 
go and search for work, it is also not in these people’s culture for the man to hold the 
baby and therefore images of man and child would have been hard to find.”68 
 
In this section I have argued that imaging the poor and oppressed is a tradition of 
photography that goes back to its invention. This practice is regarded acceptable as 
long as those images are viewed in context with a rounded understanding of the 
issues and culture in which the events occur. In the case of the majority world an 
imbalance has been created by a dominance in news, leading to a largely negative 
view. Recent developments in the image economy69 has led to a globalised 
photography market that is currently driven by dominant world economic and political 
forces. This has simplified the photographers outlook and led to a greater reliability 
on familiar imagery. Influence from the art world and the stock library market has 
also led to increased ascetic imagery often used to cover the photographers lack of 
understanding of the issues at hand. 
 
All the matters raised in this section will be analysed in section four in relation to the 
case study. 
 
4./ The Green Famine and the image of Mekanic Philopos 
 
This case study is based on interviews with the following people, all of whom were 
present during the May 2003 Bob Geldof visit to Ethiopia. Soraya Bermejo (UNICEF 
media officer based in London), Shanta Bloeman (UNICEF communication officer 
based in Addis Ababa), Mahimbo Mode (UNICEF emergency manager in Ethiopia), 
John Graham (Programme Director, Save the Children, UK, Ethiopia office), Antonio 
Fiorente (Associated press Photographer). Interviews were also conducted with 
Bezunesh Abraham (mother of Mekanic Philopos, both of whom feature in the case 
photograph) and Mesfin Marium (the paediatrician at the Yirba thereputic feeding 
centre, where the case photograph was taken). Names are only referenced in cases 
where the information given is disputed or only represents the opinion of one 
interviewee. 
 
Background  
 



On Monday 26th May 2003 Sir Bob Geldof flew from London to Addis Ababa to begin 
a five day tour of the country. There was a drought in the horn of Africa and Ethiopia 
was once again dependent on food aid. Geldof’s trip, facilitated by UNICEF and 
Save the Children, was focussed on using the media to persuade the G8 summit 
(scheduled to begin on the weekend following the visit) to discuss issues in Africa. 
Geldof claimed success at the end of the visit, 
 

The week before we came here and all this week every TV station and 
newspaper in America and Europe were full of our stories. The G8 could have 
got away with not talking about Africa, they could have talked about Iraq and 
declare they are all friends now. So it does work. You force this thing, you 
force it on to the agenda. So they have to deal with it. And unbelievably there 
are good things happening in G8 now. It is working.70 

 
Geldof was accompanied on the trip by Lucy Matthews from the organisation DATA, 
a political lobbying organisation set up and run by Geldof and U2 singer Bono. 
Matthews was there to advise Geldof on how to deal with the press. The problem 
they faced was the fact there was a drought in Ethiopia but no famine.  
 
If you crudely divide Ethiopia into North and South with Addis Ababa in the centre. 
The north, which is historically prone to famine has built an efficient infrastructure of 
predicting food shortages and distributing before people went hungry. Save the 
Children who worked in that area wanted to use the Geldof trip to get the message 
across that their role in dealing with food shortages was successful. 
 
The south of Ethiopia which is renowned for its lush vegetation had a nutritional 
problem caused by the rains coming at the wrong time. A destruction of the staple 
food (a false banana) occurred through disease and then the when the maize was 
supposed to flower there was not enough rain for the flower to produce maize. As a 
result of this series of events there was food, but with a nutritional imbalance which 
meant many babies did not get the foods they needed to grow. UNICEF employed 
Professor Mike Golden, an expert nutritionist to devise a 21 day feeding programme 
to correct the imbalance and set up therapeutic feeding centres (TFC’s) in the 
affected areas. In 1984 such skills and infrastructure was not available and many of 
the affected children would have died. The message UNICEF wished to convey was 
that there was a problem with malnutrition (not lack of food but the wrong food) but in 
97% of cases there system was returning affected babies to normal health within the 
three week programme. 
 
Gedof’s visit was divided into daily sections, Tuesday to meet with officials and visit a 
poor neighbourhood in Addis Ababa, Wednesday to travel south to see the Yirba 
TFC near Awasa, Thursday to continue south to visit anti-aids clubs and the 
prevention of Mother to Child Transmission programme at Dilla hospital and Friday 
to fly north to revisit the area of the 1984 famine and see how the situation was now 
being dealt with. 
 
The Photographers 
 
A number of Ethiopian news photographers took pictures at the official receptions in 
Addis Ababa but only five photographers followed Geldof south. They were, 



 
Antonio Fiorente – Ethiopian photographer working for Associated Press 
Antony Njuguna – Kenyan photographer working for Reuters 
Arthur Edwards – Flew out with Geldof and worked exclusively for The Sun.  
Eddie Mulholland – Flew out with Geldof and worked exclusively for The Daily 
Telegraph 
Stephen Morrison – A Canadian photographer working for European Pressphoto 
Agency (EPA) who was recently sent to Nairobi to open an Africa Office. EPA was 
set up in 1985 and provides photographs to European publications. Based in 
Frankfurt EPA has strong ties to AFP.71 
 
A number of print journalists also accompanied the visit as well as TV camera crews 
from Reuters, Associated press, Sky and the BBC.  
 
The Photograph 
 
Many images were published during the five day tour but the most played 
photograph in the international press was that of Geldof handing baby Mekanic 
Philopos back to his mother Bezunesh Abraham in the Yirba TFC on Wednesday 
28th May 200372. All the photographers took this picture of which I have seen three 
versions.73 The following accounts describe what happened, 
 
Shantha Bloeman, 
 

Well we got to this site and it was late in the day, not late but late to file 
stories. I had forgotten about the fact these people needed to file everyday 
and the urgency of that process. Geldof wanted to be in the paper everyday 
so it was important for us to respect this. This place is 3 ½ hours south of 
Addis so we got there and the journalists wanted to work quick so they could 
file. They kept saying we don’t have time to waste. So we got to this place 
where there are three tents (three phases) so this first one was the acute 
phase one, where children are admitted when they first arrive. Basically it is a 
large tent, about 25-30 metres long, like one of those army tents with women 
hanging around on the mattress’. .. There were five journalists, five 
photographers and no one wanted to leave before their competition. So I end 
up shouting more and the whole thing was very fraught. So we tried to 
interchange between TV and the print and photographers in this tent…. 
Stephen (EPA Photographer) kept saying, these pictures aren’t dramatic 
enough, my office wants dramatic pictures. He wanted me to take him to 
places where livestock were dying, and when I said there was no such places, 
he replied “there is no story for me then.” 
 

Antonio Fiorente, 
 

I was instructed to follow Bob Geldof, everywhere he went and everything he 
did. We were looking to capture that moment. There were other people from 
AP with us who gave us instructions. It was mad. Lots of photographers and 
TV news people pushing each other, sitting or standing in the way of my 
lens…This baby was very badly malnourished and the UNICEF guide brought 
him (Geldof) across to see the baby. The guide picked the baby up and 



handed him to Geldof who handed him back to his mother. This was the 
picture. He did not pick up any other babies on the trip, just stroked them but 
the reason this picture was so strong is the fact the baby is much worse than 
others we saw…there was a lot of competition between Reuters and AP. Our 
advantage was we had our own car and did not travel with UNICEF, so we 
could go at any time we liked. So we could have the advantage of being able 
to send first. 

 
Mahimbo Mode, 
 

There was a lot of pressure from London. They were all in communication 
with their sat phones. In particular Sky who were doing live broadcasts and 
the print media were immediately under pressure to cover the same issues. 
That is Sky would interview Clare Short or Tony Blair and then go live to 
Ethiopia. The print media would be talking to their offices in London who were 
watching the Sky broadcast and getting instructions to concentrate on the 
same issues…. there was no desire to include or explain the problem they 
were just focussed on going straight to a TFC and getting pictures of babies. 
 

Deconstruction 
 
The image correlates almost exactly to the Alagiah template, re enforcing a familiar 
message of famine in Ethiopia replacing the white aid worker with Geldof. The above 
accounts of the circumstances in which the image was made confirm theories of 
orders being sent to photographers from editors watching live television broadcasts. 
Competition between agencies leads to speed and drama becoming the driving force 
behind the photographers approach to the subject rather than a need for accuracy. 
For those filing to global audiences deadlines occur every hour as the timeline 
moves across the world. Missing the Paris or London 10 PM deadline would often 
mean the image was never published as 24 hours is a long time in news. This also 
led to a very similar image being filed by all the photographers. There were no 
attempts made to contextualise the image. Audiences in the UK who looked at this 
image were left with the impression that this baby was starving, this baby was going 
to die, and this baby was representative of thousands of Ethiopian children. All of 
which were not true. Text in The Daily Mirror and The Sun (which cropped the 
mother out) reinforced these messages74 
 
The image does not however appear to use noticeable visual strategies. The picture 
is very literal and simply composed. The religious symbolism is strong with Geldof, 
the Christ figure reaching out to heal the child held in the mother’s arms. An image 
the average “housewife in Detroit” would have no problem in comprehending. 
 
Geldof, who in his first visit to Ethiopia in 1984 “refused … to be photographed with a 
starving child..” (Harrison & Palmer, 1986). had reformed his approach and was now 
looking for malnourished children to be photographed with. He claims the trip was 
successful in bringing Africa into the agenda for the G8 summit and therefore 
demonstrated a strong CNN effect. However the G8 declaration makes little mention 
of Africa and two of the aid workers interviewed were disappointed with the 
outcome.75 Conversely both UNICEF and Save the Children both expressed delight 
at the outcome of the visit reporting financial and political gains that would not have 



come otherwise. Graham argued that similar trips made by Princess Anne and 
Michael Buerk earlier in the year had little effect compared to Geldof.  
 
In regard to the indigenous photographer’s perspective. Antonio’s Fiorente’s images 
show equal quality and skill to the others on the trip but no alternative perspective. 
His expense form was no doubt much shorter than the other photographers and his 
local knowledge and car meant that he had a slight time advantage but other than 
that he conformed to the visual image expected and delivered. 
 
Finally I address the question of Bezunesh Abraham’s dignity. Mesfin Marium, the 
paediatrician at the Yirba TFC explained that in his opinion the visit and photographs 
were seen as a great privilege by those involved. He estimated that 4,000 local 
villagers had turned up to watch the proceedings and there was a lot of excitement. 
He also noted that the caption that ran with the image in the Daily Mirror (but not in 
the Herald and Tribune) had exaggerated the figure of babies treated from 400 to 
4,000. I interviewed Abraham four weeks after the event and on the day before her 
baby was released, fit and healthy, from the Beshuto Health centre, Awasa76 Below 
is the transcript, translated by Sawra Tafari, 
 

Clark: What is your opinion of this picture? 
Abraham: “I give thanks to God for this picture because it helped save the life 
of my son.” 
Clark: Were you aware of the picture being taken and that it might be 
published worldwide? 
Abraham: Yes I knew, because they explained to us before they came to visit 
us what would happen.  
Clark: Do you feel embarrassed by this picture at all? 
Abraham: No I don’t feel embarrassed, why should I? 

 
Abraham clearly felt that having her picture taken contributed to the well being of her 
son and therefore happily obliged. Given that UNICEF benefited from the coverage 
and were responsible for her son’s medical treatment this appears to be justified. 
Fiorente’s contact sheet of the event shows a variation of facial expressions 
including her smiling, but all those published show a look of despair. Abraham was 
not troubled by this and asked for a copy to put in her home. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Bob Geldof hands baby Mechanic Philipos back to his mother Bezunesh 
Abraham at the Yirba TFC, Photograph  by Antony Njuguna/Reuters 28.5.03 
 



 
 

Figure 2: Bezunesh Abraham with baby Mechanic Philipos at the Beshuto Health 
centre, Awasa, Photograph D.J. Clark 25.6.03 
 

 
 



 
Conclusion 
 
In this paper I have described the image economy in the early 1990’s and argued 
that a radical change has taken place over the last ten years as a result of new 
investors and the introduction of new technologies. These changes have brought 
about the growth of visual globablisation by allowing the economy to directly affect 
the content of the image. This argument is proved through the case study in section 
four where I deconstruct the image of Mekanic Philipos published in the UK at the 
end of May 2003.  
 
I have looked in detail at the issue of indigenous photographers and their relationship 
to the international image economy and argued that although there are clear signs of 
growing numbers of photographers in the majority world trading in the picture 
economy they are not taking control of the photographic representation of their 
country but rather conforming to the globalised perspective. This is still dominated by 
minority world buying power and therefore continues to reflect an 
American/European understanding of the world. Economic pressures and new 
competition with alternative news dissemination is creating a broader spectrum of 
photographers and a better quality of photography from the majority world but this 
has not yet been repeated in feature and stock image markets.  
 
The Mekanic Philipos case study also demonstrates issues of subject dignity are not 
as clear as argued by Nash and Van der Gaag. In Images of Africa Nash and Van 
der Gaag are horrified by the ‘pornographic’ imagery that preyed on the weak and 
suffering in 1984 and implied that those photographed were horrified at the imaging 
experience. In my case study Philipos’s mother sees the imaging experience as her 
way of helping her child. This is reflected by UNICEF and Save the Children who 
argue that such images, though horrific bring real changes to their work in these 
areas.  
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